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Abstract 
We consider Hamiltonian systems near equilibrium that can be (formally) reduced to one degree of freedom. Spatio- 
temporal symmetries play a key role. The planar reduction is studied by equivariant singularity theory with distinguished 
parameters. The method is illustrated on the conservative spring-pendulum system near resonance, where it leads to integrable 
approximations of the iso-energetic Poincar6 map. The novelty of our approach is that we obtain information on the whole 
dynamics, regarding the (quasi-) periodic solutions, the global configuration of their invariant manifolds, and bifurcations of 
these. 
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1.  Introduction 
In a Hamiltonian system conservation laws often are related to symmetries leading to reduction to lower degree of 
freedom. The corresponding momenta, which are conserved, then serve as parameters, usually called distinguished. 
See [7,13] for this terminology. 
In a local study of (families of) Hamiltonian systems one can apply Birkhoff normal form theory. This formally 
leads to the above situation: The normal form truncation exhibits additional integrals, giving rise to more distin- 
guished parameters, and a further reduction of degrees of freedom. In this way we are left with a  'simple' system 
depending on parameters, and a perturbation problem. 
If the final reduction lives in one degree of freedom we can further classify the dynamics with singularity theory. 
Indeed, since the phase space is two-dimensional we can use general (i.e., non-canonial) transformations. One 
always wants to respect symmetries and reversibilities that are present in the original problem, which brings us in 
the realm of equivariant singularity theory. As said before, the momenta then become distinguished parameters. In 
the reparametrizations they keep playing a special role. We develop two versions of  this theory, based on Wassermann 
[23] and Broer et al. [6,7]. Both approaches are tested on two resonances in the well-known spring-pendulum system. 
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Fig. 1. Bifurcation diagram ofx(x  2 -t- y2) + UlX + u2y2; see Section A.1. Characteristic dimensions are O(  I~/X~ 4- lu21). The central 
singularity (Ul =  u2 = 0) is similar to diagram A. 
Many authors have contributed to this and related problems, both in conservative and dissipative  settings, e.g. 
[11,19,21]. For an early overview of two-degree-of-freedom resonances see [20]. Systems like those considered in 
this article are often analysed using the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction. Some recent references, some of which apply 
combinations of singularity theory, normal form theory and Liapunov-Schmidt reduction, are [10,17,18,22]. For 
an overview and other references see [12]. 
This paper fits in a program that aims at facilitating and automatizing the (equivariant) singularity theory compu- 
tations on Hamiltonian systems reducible to one degree of freedom. Here it is to be noted that other methods exist 
to perform such a reduction. One of these is the energy-momentum method introduced by Duistermaat [11]. This 
and other methods [12,22] will also be incorporated in our research, e.g. [8]. 
The case studies we consider is the spring-pendulum system near its first two resonances. This system is one of 
the simplest nonlinear examples in two degrees of freedom. The resonance gives rise to an 51 -symmetry in the linear 
part, that can be pushed through the Taylor series. This means that normal form truncations can be reduced to one 
degree of freedom, where the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian is a (formal) integral and serves as a distinguished 
parameter. 
The one degree of freedom truncation is a vector field, characterized by the level sets of a planar Hamiltonian. 
These truncations generate an 'integrable'  approximation to the iso-energy Poincar6 map of the full system. The 
corresponding perturbation is flat in all variables and parameters. 
Numerical integration of the full system in the 1 : 2 and 1 : 1 resonance cases 1 yields the Poincar6 maps shown in 
Figs. 2 and 4. Their global features are explained by singularity theory, which predicts the unfoldings of  the integrable 
approximation as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The pictures suggest that the theory gives an adequate description of these 
two resonances. A quantitative analysis provides further support for this conclusion (see [8]). 
The resemblance between the pictures  can be explained by perturbation  theory, for a  discussion see  [6,7,9]. 
This  includes  the persistence  of periodic orbits,  their local stable  and unstable  manifolds,  of KAM-circles and 
1 The 1 : 1 resonance is called 2 : 2 resonance in this paper. 66  H. W. Broer et al. / Physica D  112 (1998) 64-80 
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Fig. 2. Iso-energy Poincar6 map of spring-pendulum in 1 : 2 resonance, for several values of detuning parameter al. The last two pictures 
illustrate the bifurcation C  +-~ D. Points outside the disk shown do not correspond to states of the system (see [8]). 
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Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagram of x 4 d- 2ax2y 2 -  y4 for a  <  0, see Section A.2. The central singularity qualitatively looks like diagram A. 
Characteristic dimensions are of order ~  +  [u2 I- H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
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Fig. 4. Orbits of the iso-energetic Poincar6 map of the spring-pendulum in 2 : 2 resonance. A small change of parameters brought about 
this bifiarcation, analogous to the bifurcation D ~  E in Fig. 3. Points outside the disc do not correspond to physical states of the system. 
bifurcations of these objects. Another subject is the adiabatic invariance of the (formal) distinguished parameters. 
We shall not go into this here, but only note that Melnikov functions for detecting splitting of separatrices are flat 
in the parameters. 
1.1.  Further research 
The present paper is focused on constructing and describing the normal form of the planar reduction, in terms 
of level  sets  of Hamilton functions.  More details  will be given in  [8], where  we focus on actually computing 
the normalizing morphisms, with an emphasis on the singularity theory transformations.  Specifically, we give an 
efficient algorithm for computing those transformations, based on ideas from Grrbner basis theory. The paper [8] 
will also include a  comparison between the Wassermann  and BCKV-approaches to constructing planar normal 
forms. 
2.  The spring-pendulum  system 
The leading example is a planar pendulum, suspended by a spring constrained to move along the vertical axis, 
constituting a typical two-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system with Z2 x ~2 (spatial and reversible) symmetry; see 
Fig. 5. Configuration space variables are the displacement of the suspension point (Xl) and the pendulum's angle with 
122  the vertical (x2). Choosing the origin suitably, the potential energy becomes U(Xl, x2) =  -m2gl cos x2 ÷  ga  x 1 . 
The mi denote masses, M 2  :=  ml +  m2, g the gravitational acceleration, l the length of the pendulum and a 2 the 
spring constant. In canonical coordinates xi, Yi the Hamiltonian becomes 
122  H  =  ga  x 1-m2glcosx2  + 
12m2y 2 + M2y  22  --  21m2YlY2 sin x2 
m212(2M 2 -t- m2[cos(2x2) -  1]) 
(1) 
The system exhibits two symmetries: a time-reversibility symmetry denoted by T, and reflection symmetry in the 
vertical axis, denoted by S. Here 
T  :  (Xl, x2, Yl, Y2) ~  (Xl, X2, --Yl, --Y2),  S  :  (Xl, X2, Yl, Y2) ~-+  (Xl, --X2, Yl, --Y2). 68  H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
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Fig. 5. The spring-pendulum with its symmetry-axis. 
Besides Cartesian coordinates, we employ complex variables zi, zi as well as Hamiltonian polar coordinates Li, q~i. 
Summarizing: 
zi  =  xi+iyi  =  2~/e  kbi, 
1  zi  Yi 
~b  i  =  ~-~ log -- =  arctan --, 
zi  xi 
X i  :  ~  COS~bi =  I(Z i "-[-Zi), 
T  :  (Zl, Zl, z2, z2) ~  (Zl, Zl, z2, z2), 
S  :  (Zl, Zl, z2, Z2)  ~  (Zl, Zl, --Z2, --Z2), 
Zi  -~ Xi -- iyi  =  2v/~/e -i~bi , 
Li  =  lzi~i  1  2  2),  :  ~(Xi  -[- Yi 
1 
Yi =  2~isin~bi  =  ~(zi  -- zi), 
(L1, q~x, L2, ~b2) r--+ (L1, -~1, L2, --q~2), 
(L1, q~l, L2, q~2) ~  (L1, ~bl, L2, ~b2 -b zr). 
A rescaling completes this section: 
Proposition 1.  After rescaling variables and time, the Hamiltonian (1) is brought into the following form: 
H  :  iZlZl q- icoz2z2  q- h.o.t  (with symplectic form d~ m dz), 
where co =  M/a,  H  is purely imaginary and invariant under S and T. 
3.  Normalization 
We consider a general four-dimensional 7/2 >  7/2-symmetric Hamiltonian system with an elliptic fixed point in 
the origin, and the same quadratic part izlzl +  icoz2z2  as the spring-pendulum example, and apply the well-known 
Birkhoffnormal form procedure. See e.g. [1, Appendix 7] for a conceptual introduction, [4] for a detailed discussion, 
[21,  Section 3.5] for historical remarks. 
Using the theorems of Borel (see [4,5]) and Schwarz [11,14], we conclude that the normalized system is conjugate 
to the original one modulo a perturbation that is flat in phase variables and parameters. We can now work in the 
ring of formal power series, which simplifies the language. 
3.1.  The normal form procedure 
Let H2 denote the quadratic part of H. Whenever adH2 is semisimple, the Birkhoff normal form is an element 
of ker adHa, implying that//2  is conserved by its flow. In the ring of formal power series, ker adH2 is conveniently 
described by its Hilbert-basis, generating the kernel as an algebra: H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80  69 
Proposition 2.  Let H2 =  izlzl +  icoZ2Z2, where co >  0, then a Hilbert-basis forker  adH2 is given by: 
1.  ZlZl, Z2Z2 if co ¢  Q, 
P-q  -P  q  if co =  p/q, p, q  >  0, gcd(p, q) =  1.  2.  ZlZl, zzz2, z 1 z 2, z 1 z 2 
In our case, the 7/2 × 7/2 space- and time-symmetries lead to a smaller kernel: 
Proposition 3.  Let H  e ~ be a Hamiltonian on [~4 with vanishing linear part, invariant under S and T  as defined 
before. Let//2  =  iZlZl +  iwzzz2 be its quadratic part, and assume that co ---- P/Q  with Q  even, P, Q  >  0  and 
gcd(P, Q/2)  =  1. Then there exists a formal symplectic S- and T-equivariant coordinate transformation ~b such 
that 
 o_Q + 
H  o ~b =  He -t- f0(ZlZl, Z2Z2, Z  1 Z  2 
where the Taylor series of f0((l, ~2, ~3) starts off like ot(3 +  h.o.t. H2 is conserved under the flow of H  o q~, i.e., 
H  o q5 is invariant under the H2-action (Zl, z2) w-> (ei~zl, e~°iQ2). 
The resonance of the system in the above proposition will be referred to as the P  : Q resonance, in particular we 
refer to the 2 : 2 resonance instead of 1 : 1. 
3.2.  Reduction to one degree of  freedom 
To reduce the four-dimensional system to a planar one, we first express the Hamiltonian in Hamiltonian polar 
coordinates Li, qbi. 
H  =  L1 q-COL2 q- fl(L1, L2, Lf/2LQ2/2 cos(P~bl -  Q~b2)). 
Here, and elsewhere in this section, the functions fi are of the same form as f0 in Proposition 3, differing only by 
innocent linear changes of variables. Let p  =  P~ gcd(P, Q), q  =  Q~ gcd(P, Q), and let r, s be integers such that 
pr -  qs =  1. Consider the following symplectic change of coordinates: 
()  ( 11  <p  q  L2LI  ~.(;  ;)  (L:)  '  ~2  •  --s  r )(:12)" 
Dropping the tildes from the new variables, the system and symmetries become 
H  =  lqL2 -t- f2(L1, L2, (pL1  -  sL2)P/e(-qL1  -I- rLe) Q/e cos(gcd(P, Q)~bl)), 
T  :  (~bl, ~b2) 1---> (--~bl, --¢2), 
S :  (~bl, ~b2) ~  (q}l q- qYf, ~b2 q- r~r), 
H2-action : (q~l, 4,2) ~-+  (q~l, ~b2 +  ~/q), 
from which it is manifest that L2 is conserved and the conjugate variable 4)2 cyclic; indeed, L2  =  qH2. We now 
reduce to a planar system by dividing out the S 1_symmetry generated by L2, viewing L2 as a distinguished parameter. 
Next, we apply the transformation (which is symplectic in the planar setting)/~1  =  L1  -  (s/p)L2, 01  =  ~1, 
leading to the system H  =  Lz/q  +  f3(L1, L2, Lf/2(L1  -- L2) Q/2 cos(gcd(P, Q)qS1)). The original Li-variables 
were non-negative on the phase  space; this condition translates into 0  <  L1  <  (r/q  -  s/p)L2  in the current 
variables. Note that r/q -  s/p  =  1/pq  >  O. 70  H.W. Broer et aL/Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
Finally, we return to Cartesian coordinates.  Writing 3. for the distinguished  parameter  L2,  and dropping the 
constant and therefore dynamically irrelevant term )~/q, we get the following: 
Proposition 4.  Under the assumptions of Proposition 3, let Hnorm be a Hamiltonian in Birkhoff normal form. There 
exist coordinates x, y, )v, ~b on ~4 such that ~. is constant on orbits of Hnorm, and the projections of those orbits to 
the (x, y)-plane coincide with those of a planar Hamiltonian system H(x, y), with parameter )v and not depending 
on ~b, of the form 
P even:  H  :  f4(x 2 -+- y2, ~., (x 2 q_ y2)P/2-1 (x  2 -I- y2 _  )~)Q/2(x2 _  y2)); 
P  odd:  H  ~--- f4(x 2 q- y2, ~., (x 2 d- y2)(P-1)/2(x2  q- y2 _  ~.)Q/2x) ' 
where f4(~'l, ~'2, ~'3) =  oe~'3 +  h.o.t. 
When P  is even, the system still exhibits a 772 x 772 symmetry T  : (x, y) w-~ (x, -y)  and S  : (x, y) w-~ (-x, -y). 
In the other case, S is a subgroup of the Birkhoff gl symmetry, leaving only the reversible symmetry T  after the 
planar reduction. 
4.  Transfer to singularity theory 
So far we have only used symplectic transformations.  In order to reduce the system further,  we here start to 
use more general transformations.  We do want these transformations to respect the system's 772 x  772-symmetry, 
however. The following lemma explains the effect of right-transformations: 
Lemma 5  [7].  Let q~  :  N2  ___> R2 be a planar diffeomorphism, and H  a  Hamiltonian.  Then XHo¢  =  (det D~) 
~*(xH). 
Because of the scalar factor det D~b, the Hamiltonian vector fields XH  and XHo4)  are equivalent,  i.e.,  conjugate 
modulo a smooth time reparametrization. Similarly, left-transformations on H  also lead to equivalent vector fields. 
In general  the planar  system depends  on ordinary parameters  and  one distinguished  parameter  )v.  The left- 
fight transformations between the partially reduced system and the final model system must respect this structure. 
For a discussion see  [6,7,11].  Reparametrizations  may never depend on phase variables,  and thus neither on ),. 
Reparametrizations in )v may depend on ordinary parameters as well as )~. 
In the approach named after Wassermann (see [23], abbreviated to W-approach) this is exactly the restriction 
imposed. The BCKV-approach (see [6,7]), in addition to treating )v as a distinguished parameter, also respects the 
zero level of )v. 
5.  Equivariant singularity theory with distinguished parameters 
Here we digress  on the transformations  used in both approaches.  First,  we introduce notation necessary for 
equivariant unfoldings of germs with distinguished parameters. Then, the coordinate transformations used in the 
BCKV- and W-approaches are given, together with theorems that give conditions for unfoldings to be versal in the 
respective classes. H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80  71 
5.1.  Definitions 
The following definitions are mostly taken or adapted from [23]. Let F  be a compact group with linear action on 
Rn ×  ~r, and suppose that R n and ~r are invariant subspaces. Here ~  is the phase space and ~r the distinguished 
parameter space originating from phase space, so it is natural to allow/" to act on both. Further,  R s is the space 
of parameters. Let P  act on R r  by restriction,  and define the action of P  on e.g. ~n  ×  ~r  ×  Rs by y(x, )~, u)  = 
(~'x, ~'k, u). 
EF(k) denotes the set of germs of f'-invariant functions f  : R k --+ ~. We write R n x  R r  ×  ~s  =  Rn+r+s, and 
also by e.g. E r  (n +  r  +  s) we shall denote the set of/-'-invariant germs on R ~ x  ~r  ×  ~s. If the superscript f' is 
absent, the trivial group is assumed. 
We take xi, ki and ui as standard coordinates on R n, ~r and ~s, respectively. 
The set of germs of/'-equivariant mappings from ~a to ~b is denoted by C/'(a, b), with the relevant actions of 
/~ implied on each side of the map. The group of f'-equivariant diffeomorphisms O  c  E r  (k, k) on R k that fix the 
origin is denoted by Lr(k).  The spaces R n and R n+~ are identified with the subspaces ~  ×  {0} ×  {0} C  R n+~+s 
and ~+~  x  {0} C  R n+r+s. Also, Er(n)  is considered a subset ofEr(n  +  r) in the obvious way, and similarly for 
other pairs of germ spaces. 
For an R-module M, and elements ak  E  M, we write  (al .....  ak)R for the R-submodule of M  generated by 
al .....  a/c. We use the notation (Of/Ox)eo+r)  to abbreviate (Of/Oxa .....  Of/Ox~)e(n+r),  and similarly for other 
modules. V r  denotes the Er(n +  r  +  s)-module of E-equivariant vector fields on ~n+r+~. The maximal ideal of 
E r (n + r), of functions that are zero at the origin, is denoted by m r  (n +  r), and similarly for the other germ spaces. 
Definition 6.  A  germ f  ~  Er(n +  r  +  s) is called an unfolding of ~ 6  Er(n) if f(x,  0, 0) =  ~(x) for all x  6  ~n. 
5.2.  Discussion of Wassermann's theory 
In [23], Wassermann develops an extension to the singularity theory as invented by Thorn and Mather  [3,15], 
based on so-called (r, s)  equivalence.  In ordinary singularity theory, the set of variables is  split into  'state'  and 
'unfolding' variables. Sometimes it is necessary to make a finer distinction among unfolding variables. Wassermann 
splits the parameter space ~r+s into R r and ~s corresponding to distinguished and ordinary parameters, respectively. 
Distinguished parameters form an extra level of variables, sandwiched between coordinates and ordinary parameters. 
In the following section we give the equivariant extension to Wassermann's theory. Proofs will appear in [8]. 
5.3.  Wassermann '  s theory 
To present the results of Wassermann [23], we first introduce some definitions. 
Definition  7.  Two unfoldings f, g  c  Er(n +  r +  s) of the same germ q 6  Er(n) are called (r, s)-isomorphic if the 
following holds. Define germs F, G  ~  E r (n + r + s, ] + r + s) by F (x, k, u) := (f (x,)~, u), k, u), and similarly for 
G. There exist germs of diffeomorphisms O  6  L r  (n + r + s), A  C L r  (1 + r + s), ~P c  L r  (r + s) and 69  ~  L r (s) 
such that the following diagram commutes (Zrl is the projection (t,)~, u) ~  0~, u), and Yt'2 : ()~, U) ~  U): 
~n  X  (0)  X  {0]  ~-~> ~n-kr+s  F>  ~]+r-bs  zrl> ~r4-s  re2>  ~r 
1  ?  1  ?  1  o 
R~  x  {0} x  {0}  ~>  R~+r+~  C>  RI+~+~  ~>  N~+~  ~2  R~ 72  H. W. Broer et al. / Physica D 112 (1998) 64~80 
The diagram summarizes that qt is of the form (gr, O) where ~p •  gF(r + s, r), that ~  =  (~b, ~, Eg) where q~ • 
g/~ (n + r + s, n); similarly A  =  (3, ~, O) for some 3 •  gr (1 + r + s), that q0 (x, 0, 0) =  (x, 0, 0) Vx •  Nn, and that 
f  (x,)~, u) =  3 (g (q~ (x,)~, u), ~p (~, u), O (u)),)~, u). Note that in (r, s)-isomorphisms, we allow transformations on 
the range. Note also that we do not require ~  to obey 7t ()~, 0) --= )~ or ~p (0, u) =  0. The set of morphisms (q~, A, ®) 
as defined above are called W-restricted morphisms. 
Our definition of (r, s)-isomorphy of unfoldings differs slightly from the notion of (r, s)-equivalence as defined 
in [23]. Wassermann's equivalent unfoldings may unfold different (isomorphic) germs. The current definition is 
more restrictive, makes the proofs somewhat easier, suits our needs, and is more in line with the concepts defined in 
[15]. Analogously the concept of (r, s)-versality (see below) is roughly equivalent to that of Wassermann's strong 
(r, s)-stability, which allows small arbitrary deformations to be applied to the unfolding; we only allow deformations 
that vanish at (~, u) =  (0, 0). 
Definition 8.  An unfolding f  •  gP(n +  r  +  s)  of a germ t/  •  gr(n)  is called (r, s)-versal if for any unfolding 
g  •  gF(n +  r I + s r) of ~ there exist map germs p  •  gC(rZ +  s t, r) and a  •  g(s r, s) such that f(x, p()~, u), or(u)) 
is (r, s)-isomorphic to g(x, )~, u). 
Definition 9. 
1.  Vx  r  := {X •  V/" I X)~i  =- 0 and Xui =-- 0}, and its generators, as a module over sr(n  +  r + s), are denoted by 
Vx,1 .....  Vx,kx- 
2.  Vz  r  := {X •  V r  I Xui  -- 0}. The generators over gr(n  +  r +  s) of the quotient module V~r/Vx  r  are denoted 
by vz,1 .....  vz,kz. 
3.  Vu, 1  .....  Vu,ku denote the generators of the quotient module Vr/V  ft. 
The Vx,i, v)~,i and vu,i are the counterparts of O/Oxi, O/O)~i and O/OU  i in the non-equivariant case. 
Example 10.  Let n  =  r  =  s  =  1, P  =  7/2  X  7/2  with generators  (x,)~)  ~  (-x,)~)  and (x,)~)  w->  (x, -)0, then 
Vx,1 =  x(O/Ox), v~,l  =  )~(0/0)0 and vuA =  (O/Ou). 
Definition 11.  A germ 0  c  gr (n) is called finitely determined if the submodule (Vxtl)Er(n) has finite N-codimension 
as an Q-vector subspace of gr (n). 
A finitely determined germ is isomorphic to some finite truncation of its Taylor series; in fact, this is usually taken 
as the definition. 
Definition 12.  Let f  e  gr(n  +  r  +  s),  and define  F  c  gr(n  +  r  +  s, 1 +  r  +  s)  by setting  F(x,)~,u)  = 
(f (x, ~, u), )~, u). f  is called infinitesimally (r, s)-stable if 
£I'(n +  r + s) =  (Vxf)gr(n+r+s)  +  (v~f)gr(r+s)  +  (vuf)er(s)  +  F*gF (1 +  r +  s). 
(F acts on ~l+r+s by first restricting to R r, then extending canonically to R l+r+s .) 
Theorem 13 [23, After Theorem 3.6].  Let f  e  gr(n  +  r  +  s) unfold 0  c  gr(n),  and suppose that ~/is finitely 
determined; choose a d  such that mr(n) d  C  (Vx~)Er(n). Let f0  =  f]•n+r  and define F0  c  gr(n  +  r, 1 +  r) by 
setting Fo(x, ~.) =  (f(x,)0,  )~). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a)  f  is an (r, s)-versal unfolding of r/. 
(b)  f  is infinitesimally (r, s)-stable. H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
(c)  gr(n + r) =  (Vxfo)gr(n+r) 4- (vzfo)gr(r) 4- ((vuf)lNn+r)R 
4- F~EF(1  4- r) 4- mF (r)l~u+l gr (n 4- r) -4- mr(n  +  r) d(k"+l). 
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The difficult part of this theorem is the equivalence of part (b) and (c), that connects equality of infinite-dimensional 
vector spaces to equality of finite-dimensional ones, which reduces the checking of versality of unfoldings to linear 
algebra. This part uses the Mather-Malgrange preparation theorem [3,15,23] 
5.4.  Discussion of BCKV theory 
BCKV theory imposes a further restriction on the reparametrizations. The distinguished parameter, in our example 
q(x  2 4- y2) 4- p(x  2 4- y2), is physically interpreted as a momentum variable. By its nature,  it is non-negative. If 
H(x, y, )~, u) is a versal model for the system ()~ is the distinguished parameter), and H(~, Y, 2, ~) is an unfolding 
of the original system, with unfolding parameter/~ (small), then we can write 
/t(2, Y, 2, fi) =  n(¢(2,  Y, 2, tT), A(2, fi), be(tT)). 
We want A(2, tT)  >  0  for all  small  fi and all ~.  >  0, in particular,  A(0, fi)  >  0;  and also A(0, 0)  =  0.  This 
can be accomplished by requiting  A(0, fi) =  0 for all t7 (because A(2, 0)  =  2, see the definition of W-restricted 
morphisms), which is the extra condition imposed by BCKV theory. 
5.5.  BCKV theory 
The transformations we allow are summarized as follows. 
Definition 14.  Let two unfoldings  F  E rrtr (n)gr (n + r + s) and G  E  mr (n)gr (n + r +  t) of f  =  FIN  n+r  E 
m r  (n)g r (n 4- r) be given. F  is said to be induced from G by F-equivariant BCKV-restricted morphisms if there 
exist germs of mappings  q~  E  gr(n 4- r 4- s, n 4- r 4- t), q~  E gr(r 4- s, r 4- t) and (9  ~  g(s, t) such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
~n-t-r ×  {0}s  ~--~> [~n+r+s  7(1>  ~r-t-s ~r2  {0}r  × ~s  ¢--+~ ~r-t-s 
Idl  q~  "~  q~l  Ol  ~l 
/5 
N n+r X {0} t  ~--~ Nn+r+t  ~rl)  ~r+t  7r2>~ {0}  r  X N t  ~---~> I~  r+t 
In formulae, this amounts to: There exist ¢  E £r(r + s, r), ~p E £r(n + r + s, n) such that q~ =  (¢, O), qs = 
(~, ¢, O), ~p(x, )~, 0) =  x, ¢()~, 0) =  )~, ¢(0, u) =  0, O(0)  =  0, and f(x, )~, u) =  G(~(x, )~, u), ¢()~, u), O(u)). 
Morphisms (qJ, ¢, O) as above are called BCKV-restricted morphisms. 
Note that in contrast to W-restricted  morphisms,  no left-morphisms  are used.  Instead,  it is assumed that for 
unfoldings F(x, )~, u) we have F (0,)~, u) =  0 for all 2., u 2 (which is expressed by the condition F  E m c (n)g r (n + 
r  4- s)). If we suppose that the value at the origin is always zero, we call the germ apotential, and unfoldings of it 
potential unfoldings. Loosely speaking, a universal unfolding can be turned into a universal potential unfolding by 
setting the parameter corresponding to the value at the origin to zero. 
2 This is in general not equivalent, as a calculation in the 2 : 2-case shows. In [3] the authors restrict to translations in the range only, 
which is equivalent to the current approach, but remark that 'one should also allow arbitrary transformations'  (p. 123). 74  H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
We are looking for versal unfoldings: those unfoldings from which every other unfolding of the same germ can 
be induced. In [7, theorem 11], versal unfoldings with respect to BCKV-restricted morphisms are characterized; we 
give the F-equivariant version here: 
Theorem 15.  Let f  E  gr (n +  r)  be a  family of germs of F-eqnivariant  germs depending on a  distinguished 
parameter).  6  W. Let fo  c  gr(n)  : x  ~-> f(x,  0) have codimension c. Then 
1.  f  has a •niversal  unf••ding  withrespect t•  •-equivariant  BCKV-restricted m•rphisms  if and •n•y  if f  , c•nsidered 
as an unfolding of f0, is versal with respect to ordinary F-equivariant morphisms. 
2.  If F(x, )-, u)  is a (uni)versal unfolding of f  with respect to F-equivariant BCKV-restricted morphisms, then 
F(x, 0, u) is a (uni)versal unfolding of f0 with respect to ordinary F-equivariant morphisms. 
3.  If f(x,  )-) is a universal unfolding of f0 with respect to ordinary F-equivariant morphisms, then r  =  c  and 
F  : ~n+c+c _+  ~  defined by 
C 
F(x, )-, u) =  f(x,  )-) +  ~--'ujOf/O)-j(x,  O) 
j=l 
is a universal unfolding of f  with respect to F-equivariant BCKV-restricted morphisms. 
As usual, a universal unfolding is an unfolding with minimal number of parameters. 
As the number of distinguished parameters  is fixed, the theorem implies that when the central singularity  f0 
is of high codimension, it is impossible to find versal unfoldings with respect to F-equivariant BCKV-restricted 
morphisms. 
However, we can view the system as a generic subfamily of a versally unfolded system. The normal form then 
includes functions that describe the submanifold, embedded in the versal system's parameter space, that is traced 
out by the system. This description is usually called the path formulation, see [2,13]. For this final reduction, we 
need the following: 
Definition 16.  A  BCKV-restricted reparametrization  is a mapping (~b, 0) with ¢  E  g(r +  s, r), 0  e  g(s, s) such 
that (b(0, u) =  0, 0(0) =  0. 
Note that it is not required that ¢ ()-, O) =  )-. 
Lemma 17 [7].  Let r  <  s, let zr  : W  --+  [~r be a projection onto some r-dimensional subspace of R s, and let f~ : 
()-, u) c  W +s --+ R s be a map (a 'normal form') such that h(0, 0) =  0 and the derivatives D)~(rc o h()-, u))lx=u=0 
and  Du(rr  o [z()-, u))[k=u=0  both have rank r.  Then,  for any h  ~  g(r  +  s, s)  with h(0, 0)  =  0  there exists  a 
BCKV-restricted reparametrization Y  =  (q~, 0) such that 
rr(h()-, u)) =  rr(~(T()-, u))). 
Moreover, if also Dkzr o h(0, 0) and Durc o h()-, u) both have rank r, then T  can be chosen to be invertible. 
This lemma is a slightly stronger version of [7, Lemma 7]. The following proposition shows how it is used: 
Proposition 18.  Let g(x, )-, u)  E  £r (n +  r  +  s) be a generic germ, and assume that f  (x, al .....  as)  is a uni- 
versal unfolding of g(x, 0, 0) using unrestricted  F-equivariant morphisms. Then there exists a BCKV-restricted 
reparametrization T  such that for the normal form 
f  (x, )-1 +  Ul .....  )-r +  Ur , ar+l ()-, u) .....  as ()-, u)), H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80  75 
where •i,  i  =  r + 1 .....  s, are some functions, we have that g can be induced from f  o (Trx, T) using BCKV-restricted 
f'-eqnivariant morphisms. Here Zrx denotes the projection Zrx  : (x,),, u) ~  x. 
Proof  Let h()., u) be a reparametrization,  and q~(x, )., u)  a  coordinate transformation,  such that f(@(x,  )., u), 
h()., u))  =  g(x, )~, u). Next, define h()., u) by hi()., u)  =  ).i  +  ui  if 1  <  i  <  r  and hi()., u)  =  ui  if r  +  1  < 
i  _<  s,  and set zr(al .....  as)  =  (o'1  ....  , err).  The lemma now applies.  By genericity we may assume that the 
relevant derivatives have rank r, so we find an invertible BCKV-restricted reparametrization T  such that hi ()~, u) = 
lzi(T()., u)) for i  =  1 .....  r, which means that for 
f  (x, ).1  -t- Ul .....  ).r %" Ur, hr+l  o T-10 ,, u) .....  hs o T-l()., u)), 
we have g(x, )., u) =  f  o (rex, T) o (~b, a'x, rru), where Jr), : (x,)., u) ~-~ ). and rru  : (x,)., u) ~-+ u, which proves 
the proposition.  [] 
6.  Comparison of the various methods on the spring-pendulum 
A  computation reveals that TI'(H)  has infinite codimension in gr(2) for resonances other than P  : Q  =  1 : 2 
and 2 : 2. The current method does not therefore yield normal forms for resonances other than these two. 
6.1.  W-restricted morphisms 
6.1.1.  The 1 : 2 case 
In the 1 : 2 case, the Hamiltonian to third order is 
H(x,  y, ).) =  oe(x  2 +  ya _  ).)x +  O((Ixl +  lyl)4), 
with symmetry group 772 generated by (x, y)  ~  (x, -y).  Generically we may assume that c~  ¢  0, and then the 
central singularity is F-equivalent to its third-order part, as it is listed in the 772 x  7/2-equivariant Thorn-list (see 
Appendix A). 
A computer-assisted calculation based on Theorem 13 proves that the third-order part is (1, 1)-versally unfolded 
by 0L(X  2 -t- y2 _  ).)X -1- Ul (X 2 -~- ye). The parameter Ul is interpreted as a detuning parameter. To summarize: 
Proposition  19.  Let/~ be a Hamiltonian of the form as in Proposition 4 with P  =  1, Q  =  2 and co =  1. Generically, 
there exists a right morphism on ~2 independent of). and u, and a W-restricted morphism, both 7/2-equivariant, that 
conjugate/t to the normal form 
F)~,u 1 (x,  y) =  ol(x 2 +  y2 _  ).)x +  Ul(X 2 -t- y2). 
6.1.2.  The 2 : 2 ease 
The central singularity of the Hamiltonian is 77~-equivalent to its fourth-order part, referring to the Thorn-list, 
i.e., equivalent to 
H(x,  y, ).1) =  or(  x2 -]- y2)2 _[_ fl(x 2 ~_ y2 _  ).1)(x2 _  y2). 
The same list allows us to conclude that it can be (3, 0)-versally unfolded by H(x, y, ).1) +  ).2(x 2 +  ye) +  ).3x2yZ, 
analogous to an unfolding without distinguished parameters. Applying Theorem 13 we find that (2, 1) nor (1, s)- 
versal unfoldings exist, buta (2, 2)-versal unfolding is given by/? := H(x,  y, ).l)+).2(x2-k-y2+ulx2y2)-buzxZy  2. 76  H. W. Broer et al. / Physica D 112 (1998) 64~80 
A final application of the Inverse Function Theorem yields our desired normal form, as we now show. This normal 
form can be regarded as a collection of paths )~ w-~ ()~1  ()~, u), )~2()~, u)), parametrized by u, through the (2, 2)-versal 
unfolding  [2,13]. By (2, 2)-versality, for any unfolding/t  of H  there is a W-restricted morphism (4~, A, p) such 
that/-)(x, y, )~, u)  =  /~(q~(x, y, )~, u), AI@, u), A20~, u), p(u)). Generically, we may assume that OA~/O)~ ~  O. 
This implies that the map q/  : 0~, u) ~  (A1 (~, u), u) is invertible. We take as normal form 
F(x, 2, )~, u, u], u~ ) =  H (x, y, )0 + cr()~, u)(x 2 -t- 22 -+- dlX2 22) -1- ut2x222, 
where cr(~., u)  =  A2(q/-l()~,  u)), and then we have: F(~(x, y, )~, u), AI()~, u), p(u), u) =  I2I (x, y, )~, u). Sum- 
marizing, we have: 
Proposition 20.  Let/t be a Hamiltonian of the form as in Proposition 4 with P  =  2, Q  =  2 and o) =  1. Generically, 
there exists a right morphism on R 2 independent of)~ and u, and a W-restricted morphism, both 7/2 x 7/2-equivariant, 
that conjugate/t  to the following normal form: 
ttl X 2  2  F)~,u,u~l,u~(  x, 2) =  °t( x2 q- 22) 2 "q- fl(  x2 "~ 22 -- )~)(  x2 -- 72)  nt  - o" (~., u)(x 2 -I- 22 _~_ ulx222)  q_  2  2  , 
where a  is a function of L and u. 
6.2.  BCKV-restricted morphisrns 
6.2.1.  The 1:2 case 
In the 1 : 2 case, the Hamiltonian to third order looks like 
H(x, Y, )0  =  o~( x2 -~- 2 2  -  )~)x -t- O((Ixl  +  lyl)4). 
Generically we may assume that ~  7~ 0. The third order truncated Hamiltonian's central singularity is listed in the 
Thorn-list of Appendix A; its codimension is 3, and a universal unfolding is given by 
/-l(x, y, u) =  ot(x 2 --1- y2)x -- XUl +  (x 2 +  y2)u2. 
(As the zero level is unimportant for potential unfoldings, we suppressed the corresponding unfolding parameter.) 
So there exists a right morphism on the (x, y)-plane respecting the 7/2-symmetry that maps/t (x, y, 0) to H (x, y, 0). 
After  this,  and  adding  the  unfolding  parameters,  we  are  left with  a  two-parameter  unfolding  and  only  one 
distinguished parameter. By Theorem 15, we conclude that we cannot directly versally unfold the central singularity 
using F-equivariant BCKV-restricted morphisms. We therefore apply Proposition 18 to obtain our normal form. 
Proposition 21.  Let HbeaHamiltonianoftheformasinProposition4with  P  =  1, Q  =  2andw =  1. Generically, 
there exists a right morphism respecting the Zz-symmetry, and a BCKV-restricted reparametrization, that conjugate 
/~ to the following normal form: 
Fz,u(X, y) =  o~(x  2 q- y2)x -  ()~ -1- Ul)X q- ~(~, u)(x 2 q- y2), 
where 6- is a function of )~ and u. 
6.2.2.  The 2 : 2 case 
The central singularity, to first non-vanishing order, now looks like 
H(x, y, )~) =  c/(x 2 -1- y2)2 -t-/3(x 2 q- y2 _  )0(x 2 _  y2) +  O((Ixl +  lyl)6), H.W. Broer et al./Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80  77 
with symmetry group 772  x  Z2 and action (x, y)  ~+  (-t-x, +y). According to the Thom-list, this germ's central 
singularity has codimension 4 if/3 ~  0, and can be conjugated to the central singularity of the following universal 
unfolding: 
/~(x, y, u) :  ot(x  2 --]- y2)2 -I--/3(x  4 -  y4) _.]_ Ul(X 2 _  y2) ..1_ u2(x 2 _[_ y2) q_ u3x2y2. 
Again, we conclude that the central singularity cannot be versally unfolded using F-equivariant BCKV-restricted 
morphisms, and apply Proposition 18 to obtain our normal form. 
Proposition 22.  Let/t be a Hamiltonian of the form as in Proposition 4 with P  =  2, Q  =  2 and co =  1. Generically, 
there exists a right morphism respecting the 772  x  g2-symmetry, and a BCKV-restricted reparametrization, that 
conjugate/t to the following normal form: 
F),,u(X, y) =  o~(x  2 -]- y2)2 -t-/3(x  4 -  y4) q_ ()v %- Ul)(X 2 -  y2) q_ 610v ' u)(x 2 ..~ y2) -t- 62()~, u)x2y 2, 
where 61 and 62 are functions of )~ and u. 
7.  Discussion and conclusions 
Both methods discussed in this paper, the BCKV- and W-restricted morphism approach, yield normal forms of 
the integrable approximation to the Poincar6 map that are based on the same singularities. Though the normal forms 
and thus the bifurcation diagrams are different, the predicted dynamics is the same. 
Both methods lead to an approximation to the iso-energetic Poincar6 map in a neighbourhood of the elliptic fixed 
point of the original system, as well as the origin in parameter space. This makes it possible to investigate many 
dynamical features in the original system, such as existence and stability of periodic solutions, but also existence 
of KAM-tori. See Section 1 and [7, Section 5.1] for more details. 
In this paper we constructed normal forms for our original system (1). By explicitly computing the Birkhoff normal 
form transformation, and the subsequent BCKV- or W-restricted morphism, we can also identify the parameters and 
functions in the normal form (the ui and 6i ()~, u), see Proposition 19-22) in terms of the parameters and coefficients 
of the physical (original) system (1). This is one of the goals of our research program, also see Section 1. 
We can now explain what happens in Figs. 2 and 4. We concentrate on the latter. The Poincar6 maps display 
the global bifurcation corresponding to passage over the line u2/ul  =  -a  -  ~/1 +  a 2 in Fig. 3, where Ul  and 
u2 are certain unfolding parameters of the central singularity x(x 2 +  y2). See Appendix A for an analysis of this 
unfolding. 
Around the basic elliptic equilibria (those that correspond to fixed points of the approximated Poincar6 map) 
KAM-tori are seen, and also periodic orbits of  high period encircled by secondary KAM-tori. The basic saddle points 
give rise to chaotic layers, all of which are clearly visible. Because the system is four-dimensional, the KAM-tori 
split the phase space into disconnected components, and no transitions between different chaotic layers can occur. 
The model phase diagrams include regions with unbounded dynamics. These do not correspond to physical 
states of the system, and is related to the restrictions on the Li, see Section 3.2. At the boundary L2  =  0 in the 
Birkhoff normalized system, all trajectories are periodic, and correspond to the circle with the four saddles in the 
model phase diagrams. The Poincar6 map actually lives on a  sphere, and this circle is the blow-up of a  single 
saddle. 
The original dynamics corresponding to each of the basic fixed points of the Poincar6 maps of Fig. 4 is as follows. 
At the blow-up saddle, the trivial decoupled (L2, ~b2)-system has no energy, and the pendulum is hanging straight 
down, oscillating vertically. This dynamics is unstable, very much like the instability of the parametrically forced 78  H. W. Broer et aL /Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80 
pendulum at resonance. When we are in the saddle at the origin, the pendulum swings with large amplitude, and 
the spring oscillates with very small amplitude and twice the pendulum's frequency. In Birkhoff coordinates the 
spring does not move at all. For the parameters we chose in the numerical study, this motion was unstable. For other 
parameter values it becomes stable (see Fig. 3, phase portait F). The centres left and right of the origin correspond 
to the lower mass moving approximately along a diagonal curve. The centres above and below it correspond to 
the lower mass making circular movements. On phase curves that cross the horizontal axis, the original trajectory 
contains turning points,  i.e.,  points where p  =  0. For reversible  systems this implies  that the projection of the 
invariant toms to configuration space generically has double handkerchief singularities (corners), see [16]. Without 
symmetry one expects only folds and cusps. A numerical simulation indeed produced pictures very similar to [16, 
Fig. 11. 
Note that Fig. 4  is indeed 772  x  772 symmetric, but one factor 77a acts nonlinearly. This nonlinearity is due to 
the spatial symmetry acting as (q~l, ~b2) ~  (q~l, q~2 +  Jr) in the case of the 2 : 2 resonance, which does not fix the 
Poincar6 section ~b2 =  0. 
The distinguished parameter method fails to analyse resonances P  : Q other than 1 : 2 and 2 : 2, because the central 
singularity in those cases is not finitely determined. It is interesting to compare this method to Duistermaat's which 
does give versal unfoldings for all resonances. We elaborate on this in [8]. 
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Appendix A.  Equivariant Thom-list 
We here give an equivariant version of the well-known Thorn-list for the case F  =  77  2 x  772, classifying germs 
of F-invariant functions under  F-eqnivariant morphisms.  The singular germs that turn up in the  1 : 2  and 2 : 2 
resonances of our case study are examined in more detail. 
Definition 23.  The tangent space to a germ f  ~ St(n) is Tr (f)  :----  (Vx,lf .....  Vx,nf)er(n). 
The codimension of a germ f  c  gr(n)  is the codimension of Tr(f)  in gr(n)  as a vector space over R. 
Two germs f, g  6  gr(n)  are called F-isomorphic, notation f  ~r  g, if there exists a F-equivariant coordinate 
transformation 4) such that f  =  ~b*g. 
For the definition of Vx,i see Section 5.3. By the (equivariant) splitting lemma (see [2, Appendix A]), we can restrict 
to the case that f  has no Morse part. Assume that 772  )< 772 acts on (x, y, z) ~  R p+q÷r with generators (x, y, z) 
(-x, y, z) and (x, y, z) ~  (x, -y, z). The assumption that f  has no Morse part excludes the codimension 0 and 1 
cases, with normal forms z and ~  ei x 2 ÷ Y~ 8i y2 + y~ Fi z 2, respectively (e, 8, F  =  4-1). For higher codimensions we 
have the classification show in Table 1. Here e(i)  =  4-1 and a  c  ~. The elements in the fourth column complement 
the tangent space T F (f), where f  is the normal form, and can be used to form a versal unfolding of f. 
The list gives a discrete classification (including Thorn's original classification for p  =  q  =  0), except for two 
cases where a modulus (a) is present,  parametrizing  a continuous family of inequivalent germs. The choice for 
these particular two is somewhat arbitrary, but the list does include all stable germs, i.e., germs that perturb either 
to equivalent or to less singular ones. H. W. Broer et al. / Physica D 112 (1998) 64-80  79 
Table 1 
Corank  p, q, r  codim  Complement  Normal form 
1  0, 0, 1  k  >  2  1 ..... z  k-1  ~z/<+1 
1  1, 0, 0  k > 2  1, x 2 .....  x 2(k-1)  Ex 2k 
2  1, O, 1  3  1, z, z 2  z(z  2 + Ex  2) 
2  1, O, 1  4  1, z, z 2, z 3  x2z + Ez  4 
2  1, O, 1  4  1, z, x 2, x2z  ex  4 + z 3 
2  1, 1, 0  4  1,x  2, y2,x2y2  E1 x4 q-ax2y 2 q- E2y  4 
2  0, 0, 2  4  1, Zl, Z2, Z 2  Zl(Z 2 -J- E-Z  2) 
2  0,0,2  5  1,z  2  3  Z2Z2_I_EZ 4  1, Z2, Z  2, Z  2 
2  2, O, 0  5  1, x 2, XlX2, 122 , x12x22  x~x  2 "+- ax2x  2 + E-X1  x3 
(a 2 ¢  4ele2) 
(a 2 5~ 4e) 
A.1.  Analysis of z(z 2 4- 6x 2) 
We encounter  the germ z (z  2-{-Ex  2  ), with E :  l, in  the I : 2 resonance  of our system. Instead  of  using 1, z, z 2 as basis 
for a complement of Tr(f),  we use 1, z, x 2. Substituting x  --+ y and z --> x, and deleting the 0-level deformation 
parameter, we arrive at the Zz-symmetric hyperbolic umbilic D4  +  [6,7]:  f(x,  y)  =  x(x 2 +  y2) -k UlX  -}- uzy 2. 
It has critical points (-t-lv~v/7-~, 0)  and (u2, +v/-Ul  -  3u2). This gives local bifurcation lines ul  =  0  and 
$ 
u 1 +  3u  2 =  0. Coincidence of bifurcation values does not give additional bifurcations. The bifurcation diagram is 
shown in Fig. 1. The central singularity qualitatively looks like diagram A. 
A.2.  Analysis of elx 4 -? ax2y 2 q- Qy4 
We restrict to the case E  162 :  -  1 and a  <  0. An unfolding  of the germ is written in the following way, substituting 
2a for the modulus a  above for convenience, and again leaving out the parameter related to the constant unfolding 
direction: 
f(x,y)  :  x 4 +  2ax2y 2 -  y4 _  2UlX  2 4- 2u2y2 _  2u3x2y2. 
The unfolding parameters Ul, u2, u3 are small. The level sets of f  clearly depend on a  -  u3, so to keep notation 
clear we set u3 ----  0 for the purpose of this analysis. We consider a fixed, and study the dependence of the level sets 
of f  as a function of ul and u2. 
The  germ  has  critical  points  (0, 0),  (4-v/~-, 0),  (0, -t-~-~)  and  the  4  points  (-4-~/(Ul  -  auz)/(a 2 +  1), 
-t-~/(aul  +  uz)/(a 2 +  1)), with corresponding critical values O,  -u 2,  u22  and  (-u 2 +  2aulu2  4- u2)/(a 2 +  1). 
This gives bifurcation lines Ul  =  0, u2  :  0, Ul  =  au2 and u2  =  -aul,  and two additional lines corresponding 
to global bifurcations, namely ua/u2  ~-  a  4- ~  1. The bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The central 
singularity has finite codimension for all (real) values of a. It qualitatively looks like diagram A. 
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